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If you enjoy a slow-burn film, shot in beautiful 
but eerie landscapes and exploring themes 
of death, luck, and family relations, then In 
Between Dying will be a thought-provoking 
experience. Influenced by auteurs like 
Godard and Tarkovsky as well as his own 
mentor Béla Tarr, Azerbaijani director Hilal 
Baydarov presents us with a man on the road 
to purification and revelation in his second 
fiction feature film. 

In Between Dying tells the story of a man 
in his 30s, Davud (Orkhan Iskandarli), an 
anti-hero on the run from a gang of men 
trying to catch him for the accidental 
murder of another man. After witnessing 
Davud shooting this stranger and fleeing 
after a dispute in a cemetery, the men are 
commanded by their boss, the mysterious 
Doctor, to hunt him down and kill him. Thus 
begins a cat and mouse chase as Davud 
hops on his choppy moped and escapes 
into the grey and desolate Azerbaijani 
countryside.

As his odyssey through the foggy fields, 
decrepit villages, and empty highways 
unfolds, he involves himself in a string 
of killings at the hands of a series of 
downtrodden women. First, a rabid farmer’s 
daughter, bound in chains, bites and kills 
her abusive father; then the miserable wife 
of a cruel husband hits him over the head 
with a rock; then a runaway bride shoots 
herself, a blind girl buries her mother alive, 
and finally a widow waiting for her husband 
to return from war. Baydarov leans heavily 
into the theme of oppression and cruelty 
towards women, which is intensified in rural 
Azerbaijan, where the worth of a woman 

is not equal to that of a man. It’s obvious 
that wherever Davud goes, he brings bad 
luck and death. But in this story, death 
itself is not a bad thing – it is a release, an 
escape from suffering, especially for women. 
Davud himself remains aloof, as if he is the 
incarnation of death itself: cold, cruel, and 
making no exceptions.

The most important relationship in his own 
life is with his mother, who is bedridden, and 
in need of his help with picking up pills. We 
see Davud try to help every at-risk woman 
he encounters along the way, but not his own 
mother. By the end of the film, after so much 
killing, Davud is faced with his own personal 
tragedy, the result of his having disrespected 
the woman who should be closest to him. 
He pays the price, just like the women he 
encountered earlier. The moral of the film 
may thus be to treat your family and those 
close to you with love and respect, because 
you never know what might happen. For 
Davud, his biggest lesson is that love is life – 
just as it is quoted by him in the film.

The imagery of In Between Dying is 
probably the most striking aspect of the 
film. Long, brooding takes and philosophical 
monologues are embedded throughout 
the film, producing a thought-provoking 
atmosphere. In particular, during a long take 
where Davud and the runaway bride wander 
in a desolate, quiet, and fog-bound field. 
They disappear into the thick fog and slowly 
appear in front of two trees.In Between 
Dying is a film about dark and light, and how 
one cannot exist without the other. 
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